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Anushka Sharma Turns 30, To Build
Animal Shelter Outside Mumbai
MuMBAi, May 1 (iANS) Actress
Anushka Sharma, who turned 30 on
Tuesday, wants to start the new decade of her life by building an animal
shelter for homeless animals.
The actress, who married cricketer
Virat Kohli last year, penned a note to
announce the project on her special
day.
“On my birthday, in my own little
way, i’m starting something that will
give our fellow living beings equal
rights, equal care and equal love.
“i’m building an animal shelter just
outside Mumbai - a home for those
animals that are stranded, left to fend
for themselves, have to brave harsh
surroundings. A home where they
will be cared for, loved, protected and
nurtured,” Anushka wrote in the note
posted on Twitter.
“This has been my calling for years
now and my dream is inally coming
true. i will seek your time, support and
advice to make this home a place that
looks after fellow living beings with
utmost care and compassion - all in
due course of time. until then, i seek
your blessings and your prayers,” she
added.
Anushka pointed out how while
humans “have a voice to speak up, we
have fundamental rights, we can ask

for justice, we have families, near and
dear ones to love us and take care of
us”, and urged people to “think about
the animals”.
“Think about how they live, how
they are treated, think about their
rights, think if they are treated fairly? And what’s worse, even if they
aren’t being treated well, they have
no means of doing anything about
it and that’s where we have to come
in as humans who stand up for all living beings. it is our responsibility. The
whole purpose of being the strongest

species is to look out for the welfare of
all those, not so strong ones around
us, so that we truly can give back to
our great Mother Earth and live harmoniously.”
For her special day, her husband
posted a sweet message for her on
social media. “Happy B’day my love.
The most positive and honest person
i know. Love you,” he captioned a picture of them.
On the ilm front, the actress, who
is also a producer, will be soon seen in
“Sui Dhaaga”. Pic: iANS

Dharmendra, Hirani Honoured At Marathi Awards
MUMBAI: Veteran actor Dharmendra and director Rajkumar Hirani were
honoured for their contribution to Indian cinema at the 55th Marathi Film
Award Ceremony 2018 hosted by the
Maharashtra government here.
Dharmendra received the Raj Kapoor
Lifetime Achievement Award at the
gala on Monday night.
He shared screen space with Raj Kapoor in “Mera Naam Joker”.
When asked about his feeling upon
receiving an award in the legendary
actor-director’s name, Dharmendra said:
“I have received many awards in my life
but this honour is special. I am not only
happy from heart but my entire soul is
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happy. When you take the name of Raj
saab (Raj Kapoor), there is an electrifying feeling in the heart and body.”
Hirani received the Raj Kapoor Special Contributions Award while Marathi
actors Vijay Chavhan and Mrinal

Kulkarni were also honored for their
contribution to Marathi cinema
The award ceremony was also attended by Maharashtra Chief Minister
Devendra Fadanvis and Education and
Cultural Affairs Minister Vinod Tawde.
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